Kanagawa sightseeing charm creation conference

West of
the Prefecture

＜Landscape / Nature＞

Hakone Town

A magnificent 360-degree view

Tourist Attraction No.

995

Hakone Turnpike
（Daikanzan Sky Lounge）

Explanation of
Tourist Attraction

Hakone Turnpike has various spots where visitors can enjoy nature. In the spring, cherry blossoms
bloom. During summer, hydrangeas shine brilliantly in the fresh green. During autumn, visitors
can enjoy the nature of Hakone with its colorful foliage and the field of pampas grass. Between
the clear blue sky and the vast field of nature, the road trip will surely enlighten the visitors with
seasonal color changes. Daikanyama Sky Lounge is the best spot to view nature from a
360-degree setting. There are Mt. Fuji and Lake Ashinoko on the mountainside and Hatsushima
Island, Oshima Island, and Miura and Boso Peninsulas on the seaside.

selling point

Various events, including motorcycle and automobile test drives, can be held.
【Tea lounge rental】The tea lounge on the 2nd floor is available for any presentations,
lecture meetings, seminars, and panel discussions. Please inquire for more information.

Address

955 Kajiya, Yugawaramachi, Ashigarashimo-gun,Kanagawa (End of the Hakone Odawara Honsen Road)

Opening Hours

Daikanzan Sky Lounge: 3/16 - 12/15 Weekdays 9:00 am to 4:30 pm, Weekends & Holidays 7:00 am to 5:00 pm,
12/16 - 3/15 Weekdays 9:00 am to 4:30 pm, Weekends & Holidays 8:00 am to 5:00 pm
※Business hours are subject to change depending on reservations and weather conditions.

Availability of Parking

Available
http://www.htpl.co.jp/index.html

URL

Recommended Season

All year
Group

Group/Individual Mark
Target Regions

Access
Individual

Europe, North America, Oceania, Asia

・Get off at the Odawara West IC on the Odawara
Atsugi Road and head straight for roughly 600
meters. Turn right at the "Turnpike Entrance"
intersection.
・Head towards the Odawara Atsugi road at the
Seisho Bypass Hayakawa IC junction, and take a
left at the junction towards the turnpike entrance.

Specific Model Route Details
Individual
Various Tokyo areas === (Car) === Odawara
Blueway Bridge === Hakone Turnpike === Hakone
Daikanzan === (20 minutes) === Kojiri Suimon
stroll === (5 minutes) === Togendai Station +++
(Hakone Ropeway, 16 minutes) +++ Owakudani
Station +++ (8 minutes) +++ Sounzan Station
<Sounzan Observation Deck> +++ Togendai
Station/Togendai Port ~~~ <Hakone Sightseeing
Cruise> ~~~ Togendai Port === (20 minutes) ===
Hiryu-no Taki Waterfall === various Tokyo areas
Start

Various Tokyo areas

Goal

Various Tokyo areas

Time Required

9 hours

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

Hiryu-no Taki Waterfall
One of the largest waterfalls in the
Kanagawa prefecture that flows
divided into an upper fall of 15
meters and a lower fall of 25 meters.
Legends say people would stand in
the falls to purify themselves in
Kamakura period (1185-1333).

Hakone Shrine
In the past, Hakone Shrine was once a place of worship
for the Kanto Region's local deity, Hakone Daigongen.
2,400 years ago, during the reign of Emperor Kosho, the
5th emperor of Japan, Shosen-shonin began to worship
Mount Komagatake (the original location of this shrine) in
the Hakone Mountain Range as a holy place. Since then, it
has been a great sacred mountain in the Kanto region.
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